Recognizing Nouns in a Sentence

A noun is a person, place, or thing word. Please circle the nouns in these sentences.

1. Justin is carrying three cute balloon.

2. A tall clown sold the balloons to Justin.

3. Justin, his sister Amy, and his mom are at the State Fair.

4. The Butterfly Coaster is Amy’s favorite ride.

5. Justin’s mom doesn’t like to go on fast rides.

6. Billy and Ricky, who are Justin’s friends, are also at the fair with their mom.

7. Justin won a small stuffed bear at one of the games.

8. They had ice cream and sodas as a treat.

9. A huge cow with lots of black spots won the prize for the best cow.

10. They all giggled when a goat bumped his owner during the prizes for best goat.